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nestled in a glass-topped cabinet.
Needless to say, using our famed
abstemious nature we resolved to
move on at a canter and spurn such
distractions from the matter in
hand.

What happened to the rest of
you at this point is a mystery but
suffice to say the hare managed to
re-group us as we continued on
footpaths marked ominously
“Private Property”, “No cycles”
and, in tiny print, “Walkers only”.
The calling was good from one and
all at this point and contributed to
the meeting of the front, middle
and also-rans (sorry, also-hashed).
So, over the stile and across a
maize field (with the stalks looking
like rows of soldiers from the
terracotta army) where many of us
tried to avoid the dog-leg route to
the right and ended up at a well-
maintained barbed wire fence.
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Enough about that, we all negotiated
it in one way or another only to
come upon a fit looking young man
asking us which hash we were on. He
thought he was running with
Pistoffen but amused us by not
knowing where he’d come from,
whether he was running on flour or
sawdust and… where the On Inn was.
After milling around a bit he decided
to double back and run our trail but
sadly there was no sign off him at
the bucket.

Shortly we came upon a pretty
cottage with a stream and snowdrops
peeking out from the melting snow.
Here we met various and changing
combinations of people along the
way with Beryl (Mrs Dissa) leading
and saving us from missing flour at
shoulder height and huge green
arrows on the blacktop. At some
point later, and getting alarmingly
towards an hour out (and no sign of

home), the hare duped us by
changing the rhythm of easy
checks to a corker of a check with
about five possible solutions. Even
FRB was pretty impressed and later
in the circle remarked (in a less
erudite manner than usual) that 6,
8, 10 or possibly 12 of us got “well
lost.”

Traversing a field uphill we heard
much calling and confusion in the
woods to our right. It transpired
that the front runners (comprising
FRB, Dormouse, Stilton, J-Arthur)
had been misled by Dissa (or some
say Mother Brown). “A malicious
slur,” I was later assured by Dissa.

We were now in the company of
J.Arthur and enjoyed three
beautiful young deer bounding out
of the wood across the field. All
seemed relaxing and restorative
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I must admit to being confused
even before arriving as to who our
brave hare was for the day. He was
“posted” as So Simple but, on
arriving to find a large pack
assembled, I soon fell to the
realisation that it was simply
Simple that was to lead us around
Wotton Estate. Presumably in
consideration of our poor eyesight
he had marked the trail with an
ample supply of green flour to glow
like some nuclear waste against the
remaining snow; still virginal in
some places (unlike the pack!)

The crowd-pleasing, or rather
knitting-circle-pleasing hare
provided a short cut straight from
the car park and it was here that an
unusual retail opportunity made
itself available. Jars of homemade
preserves, chunks of gingerbread
and cake of epicurean quality

with the sun shining and flora and
fauna abounding as we headed along
a path in pine forest. My cup being
nine-tenths full, it was quickly
emptied by two local genteel ladies
who collared us and complained
bitterly that “Someone” had been
very rude and inconsiderate of a)
being on private property, b)
distressing the wildlife, c) not being
aware of the cost of pheasant
shoots, d), e), f), etc., etc., etc.
Upsetting the locals apparently
means it is unlikely we will be
invited back. Does “Banned from
Box Hill” sound vaguely familiar?
The jury is out as to who the
perpetrators of the
aforementioned misdeeds were but
suspects were Dormouse, Stilton
and Piercy - who needless to say
stoutly denied all knowledge of
being rude in any way.

The front runners were back at
the bucket around the hour, Mutley
having shown his heels to most of
the pack and guided Popeye home
safely (on trail for a change). The
rest of us came back in dribs and
drabs not too far behind.

FRB’s praises of Simple were
richly deserved. “Good, well
thought out hash in lovely
countryside with sunshine and
shopping opportunities to boot.”
And then… as a reprise of last
week FRB tried to act as R.A. for a
while giving down downs to Helen,
Lucy, Fukawee, and
Ardonprovocateur for various
achievements or misdemeanours.
Not being one to hide her light
under a bushel Bonn Bugle soon
stepped up to the plate and
punished the sinners who were
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Arfur Pint and Strumpet (for being excited by four short cuts), Sister
Anna and Olive Oyl for “Shop ‘til we Drop” and Deep Throat for
“Home Aloning” Luke.

In the Wotton Hatch the normal post mortems took place getting
more and more voluble and inaccurate as the alcohol lubricated the
larynxes and massaged the truth. Unfortunately I felt I had to leave
early to start the write-up before my intentions of a truly accurate
account became totally suborned! (Actually to watch the rugby! Ed).

Olive Oyl

(Continued from page 1)

Interhash Quiz III   (Again...you won’t forget this, will you?)

Saturday, 21 February, Kingswood Village Club.   Start @ 8:00
prompt. £5.00 entry, £5.00 fish & chips.  Special hash round by
Gibber. SH3 MUST prevail and vanquish the pretenders from
EGH3, OCH3, FOTM, W&NK, Barnes, Weybridge.  Food orders
ASAP please.   Sign up with Hornblower. 01483 568052

FROM: Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey KT23 4LF

 onsec@surreyh3.org
www.surreyh3.org
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1767 22-Feb Dissa Shamley Green

1768 01-Mar Popeye Wallis Wood

1769 08-Mar J Arthur

1770 15-Mar Dr Death

1771 22-Mar Tosser & CL

Run 1766

Date 15-Feb-09

Hare Spingo’s Valentine’s Day
Red Dress Run

Venue Sexy Brockham

On On Royal Oak, Brockham
Green

OS / SSA TQ197495 / (New) Pge 137
B8   (Old) Pge 106 1C

Postcode  RH3 7JS

Scribe ‘Arfur Pint

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

From Dorking take A25 towards Reigate. After a mile and a half
turn right into towards Brockham (Brockham Lane). Once in
village park around green.  Parking also in Wheelers Lane on
left past church. PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A RED DRESS RUN!!!
Chunderos has about 6 red-dresses, 1 is booked for
Clutching Hand, 1 for Strumpet, there might be a few spare —
tbd.   You WILL be appropriately attired!!

Events!... . .       (Same as last week...got anything to add?)

10-Feb   Swing band evening, led by Bob Geldard, who has
played with Cleo Lane and Johnny Dankworth amongst others.
They will kick off about 8.00pm.  Kingswood Village Club
(postponed from Feb. 2) due to the “big snow”.

21-Feb  Interhash Quiz Night, Kingswood Village Club

10-Mar   Mismanagement meeting, 8pm, Anchor, Ripley

27-Mar   Officials Dinner, TA Center, Ewell

29-Mar  AGM after hash; free food, Kingswood Club

25-26 July  RUN 1789 French Revolution event near Ypres.
Coach has been booked for July 25, accommodation is being
arranged in Arras.  Save the date!

October (first or second weekend)  Joint Vineyard Hash week-
end on the Isle of Wight is being organized by Coolbox with
IOW Hashers.  Coach will be organized if demand warrants—-
make your wishes known!
"It goes in dry, and it comes out wet, The longer its in, the stronger it gets. It
comes out dripping and starts to sag, It's not what you think, It's a Tetley Tea Bag.


